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JAVA: The Ultimate Beginner's Guide!

Java... Master It Today! Java â€“ as the company behind it states â€“ can be found in over three
billion devices. Java is an object-oriented programming language that is similar to the C# language.
Both are programming languages with high potential and a learning curve that beginners can
become comfortable with in no time.This book will cover the fundamental lessons of the Java
programming language, which will be a beginnerâ€™s gateway into the vast world of programming.
Included are the following core topics: Understanding the Java program structure What are the
Object-oriented Programming (OOP) and its key concepts Declaring and Working with
VariableGetting to Know the Data Types Using Flow Control in a Java Program Much, much more!
Download your copy today!
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Pretty much a crap book. You'd be better served finding an online tutorial. Explanations are pretty
badly jumbled regarding OO concepts (I come from a C++ background, and many statements were
downright incorrect). Example code doesn't match the commentary, which is a huge issue for a

book supposedly introducing beginners to a language.Returned for a refund only halfway through,
going to find something else to get me up to speed on Java...

I guess this book would work well if I already knew Java and knew all the terms they were talking
about. Even though I have experience programming (C++ and more) I found this book had lots of
unexplained jargon that did not educate. But the book is short so I guess they did not have space to
include explanations.JAVA: The Ultimate Beginner's Guide!

I have another book that really taught me the basics of Java and it was very technical. Wanted to
learn more and thought of grabbing a different book. This Java book is less on the technical side
and more focused towards beginners. If I didn't know any Java at all, I would definitely start with this
one. I wouldn't consider it a complete book though due to the lack of sample code and the book
does admit that in the end that the next step is to try more advanced lessons.

Actually this book is a book for beginners. Unlike some programming books, this one provides the
explanations with the respective programs and the screen-shots show how it can run . But it would
be really a great accomplishment for all can learn about it earlier, so I think I can share this book to
my friends who also wants to improve his skills in java programming. Great guide and I especially
like the writers easy method to describe so that anyone can learn JAVA easily.

I am a computer Science student specializing on programming and will be starting my classes on
Java programming language next month. I wanted to have a clue and familiarize myself with the
language. My fellow student recommended this book to me and it was worth my time and money. I
know have a good background of Java and how to go about it. I know how to start using it and
setting the variables and how to go about them. I love every concept of the book on Java. Great
Book

This book is a helpful aide for all programming learners. It is loaded with point by point directions
and samples on the most proficient method to begin programming in java. This book demonstrates
that it is so natural to begin java programming. This is an exceptionally supportive book for a more
intensive comprehension on the essentials of java programming particularly the implications of
every parts.

The book is very complicated stuff and I would like an additional book or something added on to
help as some of the words i did not understand, I would say that Andrew has broken down some of
the code and instructions to make things a little easier for a total beginner.After reading this book I
have gained some skills and will be looking for more books to upgrade my skills more.

Java is one of the most used programming language. It is used in many devices including mobile
and computers. This book will cover the fundamental lessons of the Java programming language,
which will be a beginnerâ€™s gateway into the vast world of programming. You will get a good idea
about how to your Java programming environment for free, how to write a program with Java and
many more. It really a great perfect guide for beginners in the programming field.
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